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1-Abstract
The travel industry is one of the largest global vertical markets, valued at over 8 trillion USD1. In
2016, over 1.24 billion cross-border trips were made, generating 1.22 trillion USD in revenue. It
is also a highly centralized industry where a few powerful platforms control the user data,
content, marketplace and dictate the terms of business.
This leads to an inefficient ecosystem that marginalizes both consumers and businesses.
This paper outlines the case for the development of the
DecentraBnB Protocol a next-generation travel protocol that connects all consumers and
businesses to a distributed smart network for data, content, and transactions.
•Consumers can own their digital identity, transactional data and receive compensation for the
content they create and the data that they disclose.
•Suppliers can offer their inventory directly to consumers without the cost of an intermediary
and access user data across the platform on a consent basis, building stronger 1-to-1
relationships with consumers in digital marketing.
•Travel businesses and IP owners can provide services, build independent dApps and launch
their token offerings to the community through DecentraBnB protocol.
Our blockchain technology brings a disruptive opportunity to reinvent the
travel ecosystem, with DecentraBnB representing a paradigm shift that decentralizes data,
content, and transactions in the travel industry to a secured and trust-f re-open-network, and in
the process, unlocking value and new possibilities for both consumers and businesses.
Global tourism industry - Statistics & Facts https://www.statista.com/topics/962/global-tourism/

2- Problems in the Travel Industry
Problems in the Travel Industry
Despite being one of the world’s largest and oldest industries, global travel consumption is still
rapidly growing, driven by emerging markets like China (Which contributed 21% of international
spending in 2016), fresh demand by a new generation of travelers and technological
advancements that make traveling easier and more accessible.

The industry is plagued by monopolized interests and a centralization problem. A few powerful
middlemen in the market effectively dominate the data, content, and traffic and have created a
lucrative business model in monetizing them. While such centralization may have brought
about certain efficiencies, it has also led to the creation of a bottleneck in relationships
between businesses and consumers, a great many of which have become one-sided in favor of
the middlemen.
Monopolization of the Middlemen
Over the past two decades, built on the revolution of the internet, Online Travel Agencies
(OTAs) started to aggregate accommodation, transport, and experiences, selling them to
consumers online. Through a series of mergers and acquisitions, powerful few conglomerates
now control between 60-95% of the market.
The largest online travel agency (OTA) in the western world is Booking Holdings
(Previously called Priceline Group), which owns travel aggregators and metasearch engines like
booking.com, priceline.com, agoda.com, kayak.com, rentalcars.com, and opentable.com. In
2016, consumers booked 556 million room nights and rented 66 million cars on their platforms.
In the eastern hemisphere, there is Ctrip, the Chinese travel behemoth that in 2016 generated
net revenue of 3 billion USD and recently went on a global buying spree acquiring qunar.com,
elong.com, skyscanner.com, and trip.com. It is no coincidence that Booking Holdings also holds
a significant stake in Ctrip.
These conglomerates hold a centralized monopoly on the following:
•Market pricing
•Traffic flow
•User ID
•Transactional data
Unleveled Playing-Field for Businesses

By using their scale, user base, and data, these powerful intermediaries dictate the terms of the
business and charge superior margins, causing double marginalization for both consumers and
suppliers. Hotels typically pay 15-25% in commissions to the centralized platform. They reduce
hotels and other service providers’ abilities to better serve their customers by taking large
shares of their income and restricting access to important user data and insights. Consumers
are losing out as they bear the inflated cost of supply.
The centralized and highly concentrated nature of the market means that startups in the travel
business face a highly unleveled playing-field. The monopolies have little incentive to innovate
as they pour resources to lock in the status quo through ad-spending, traffic acquisition, and/or
price bullying (Booking Holdings and Expedia are two of the biggest spenders on Google
AdWords, and together spent over 7Billion USD in digital marketing in 2017 alone). This is

money that creates no real productive gain in the ecosystem except enriching pockets of the
platforms and Google.
A collaborative ecosystem that changes from “centralized + monetization” to the
The “decentralized + collaboration” model would be a more efficient solution, which is made
possible by blockchain and Smart Contract Technology.
Lack of Incentive for Content Creators
A core component of the travel industry is the business of travel content and reviews. More
than 80% of travelers make purchase decisions based on them. In the current ecosystem,
content platforms take full ownership of the content and sell the data and traffic for advertising
revenue. This centralized data ownership model is the core business for companies such as
Facebook and TripAdvisor.
TripAdvisor, for example, has over 315 million registered users and hosts over 500 million
reviews and opinions about hotels, restaurants, attractions, experiences, which are created by
users but owned and monetized by the platform.
This system is inherently unfair because the creators do not receive a fair share of the
economic benefits from the value created. There are no incentives for more in-depth
participation, and the quality of the content suffers. TripAdvisor’s posts pale in comparison to
the creativity and quality of paid travel blogs and articles. To realign interests at a large scale,
we need a decentralized incentive protocol for content that is scalable, trustworthy, and
selfgoverning. A tokenized economy run on blockchain and Smart Contracts offers an ideal
framework to solve this.
Ineffective Loyalty Program and CRM Engagement
The travel industry is the most prolific user of loyalty and CRM programs. Hotels, Airlines,
restaurants, theme parks, museums, and other establishments all tried to sign up consumers on
their loyalty programs of various formats, the most common being a point system in which
different tiers of rewards can be redeemed. However, the results have been mostly
unsatisfactory due to the following three reasons:
1. Mistrust of consumers over data security and usage of their data.
2. Inefficiency in acquiring complete and authentic user info, as filling in different loyalty
programs is time consuming and non-standardized.
3. Redemption processes are cumbersome and options are limited mostly within the vendor’s
offering.

55% of CRM programs that focus on promotions and offers via push notification and direct
messaging have not proven to deliver results. One key factor is that consumers see CRM
engagement as a solicitation rather than value-adding/opt-in.
Businesses also have no access to large-scale, cross-vendors, authentic user behavior, and
purchasing data, which are currently controlled by centralized platforms. This limits their ability
for effective marketing and CRM engagement. This kind of data bias is one of the reasons that
platforms like Booking Holdings, Amazon, and Alibaba are gaining a larger market share as they
continue to stack more and more user data.
An ideal loyalty system should provide consumers true ownership and control over their
identity and data, more tangible value in rewards, and the ability to redeem goods and services
across different vendors in the entire travel spectrum.

Priceline, Expedia Global Travel Empire Still Faces Hurdles, Threats https://www.investors.com/research/industry-snapshot/how-theinternetkilled-60000-jobs-to-modernize-the-travel-trade/
Notice of Annual Stockholder’s Meeting and Proxy Statement http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/PCLN/6198605835x0xS130817917159/1075531/filing.pdf
Hotel industry targets Priceline and Expedia’s ‘duopoly’ https://www.cnbc.com/2017/05/05/hotel-industry-targets-priceline-andexpediasduopoly.html
Google can rejoice: Priceline Group spent $3.5 billion on PPC in 2016 https://www.tnooz.com/article/priceline-group-3-5-billion-advertising2016/
Use and Impact of Online Travel Reviews https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221357282_Use_and_Impact_of_Online_Travel_Reviews

3-The DecentraBnB Solution
The DecentraBnB Solution
An opportunity presents itself with the emergence of blockchain technology to truly disrupt the
highly centralized travel ecosystem of data, content, and transactions, to solve the problems
described in the previous chapter. Our goal is to create the DecentraBnB Protocol, a universal
protocol layer for the travel industry.

DecentraBnB will provide a smart-contract-based protocol that connects all consumers and
businesses in the travel industry on a decentralized travel ecosystem that incentivizes content
creation, transactions, and consent-based sharing of user data.
It gives control back to the user over his/her identity, data and content IP provides businesses
with a direct and transparent channel to conduct transactions and collaborations, and
empowers all 3rd party travel companies to create their application logic and token economics.

DecentraBnB Protocol

Key Value Propositions:
-

Incentivize Content Creators

To kick-start the ecosystem, we will first need to address user traffic. Some of the biggest traffic
owners in today’s internet world are content websites and apps such as Facebook, Instagram,
YouTube, Pinterest, and TripAdvisor. Research proves that good, relevant, and abundant
content is the most effective way in attracting user traffic. Users are always in need of quality
and relevant travel and lifestyle suggestions for hotels, restaurants, bars, retail, and activities.
Content creators will play a vital role in the development of the DecentraBnB ecosystem.
A key aspect of the DecentraBnB ecosystem is a content platform with a decentralized incentive
mechanism. DecentraBnB will use its part of the token reserve and annual supply of new tokens
to incentivize content producers to generate location-based content. Content creators will be
fairly rewarded for their creations, which will be determined by an up-voting mechanism.
Content on other existing platforms can also be easily migrated to DecentraBnB.
-

Give Data Ownership Back to Users

Each user will have a complete user profile that includes transactional history and live
purchase data across all vendors in the ecosystem, which will be stored on the blockchain.
Users can securely own and control their user data and opt-in to monetize it for product
recommendations and direct marketing from businesses.
Travel businesses can now pay for access to user profiles, engage in consent-based direct
marketing with customers as well as promote transactions, and rewards loyalty through the use
of DecentraBnB tokens. All these can be done without the middlemen. Smart Contract feature
will be the means of engagement between consumers and businesses.

- Zero Commission Market Place
DecentraBnB provides a decentralized and commission-less infrastructure between vendors and
consumers to engage in transactions of goods and services. Vendors can manage their
inventory and pricing, and consumers can use tokens to make direct purchases. This will
provide significant savings for the vendors (vendors typically pay 15-25% commission to
centralized platforms) and re-align incentives in the ecosystem. Transacting with tokens will
also save on the various transaction costs associated
with foreign currency conversion and cross-border bank charges, leading to a more efficient
transaction economy.
Key Utilities of DecentraBnB Token
The DecentraBnB Token is DBNB. It is the unit of exchange in the DecentraBnB ecosystem and
delivers the following utilities.
-Rewards Token
•DecentraBnB Network uses DBNB from its reserve to reward content producers for creating
useful and high-quality content.
•Venues can use DBNB to engage and reward content producers for creating content about
their venues.
•Businesses can use DBNB as the base currency for their loyalty and reward program, providing
customer rewards of more tangible value and the option to redeem across different vendors in
the DecentraBnB ecosystem.

-Payment Token
• Customers can use DBNB as a form of payment for goods and services offered by vendors/
suppliers in the ecosystem.
-Currency of Exchange for 3rd. Party dApps

• DecentraBnB provides base-level infrastructure including blockchain, on-chain-off-chain
storage, content
API, payment gateway, channel/inventory management, and a custom contract API. This
enables 3rd party developers to build innovative products and dApps on the platform. DBNB
will be the token of exchange used by these dApps.

4-DecentraBnB application
DecentraBnB Application
The DecentraBnB App is the key application to bring the value of the DecentraBnB Network to
life. It is an example of a dApp on the DecentraBnB protocol, using its open API and transparent
data access. It also serves to upstart the ecosystem, by forging a content platform with a
powerful incentive scheme, a zero-commission marketplace for business venues, and an
advertising model that rewards users.
The DecentraBnB App allows users to access the decentralized database of location-based
information about hotels, restaurants, bars, clubs, shops, museums, and other travel and
lifestyle venues. Users are encouraged to share quality reviews with the community in
exchange for DBNB tokens.
•DecentraBnB Home Screen
The home screen displays the content feed, curated by AI and algorithms that learn about
users’ location and experience preferences.
The navigation provides easy access to the discovery mode, the content creation tool, friends
and groups as well as user profile which includes token management

•Discovery
The discovery feed can be toggled between hot topics, new topics, and recommendations
nearby. Hot and new topics are both feeds controlled by algorithms to make sure the content
displayed is of top relevancy.
Recommendations nearby come from friends, groups the user is associated with, experts the
user follows, or are suggestions based on user profiles.
•My Profile
On the profile page users can manage their profile and preferences, access bookmarks made
and content created, manage their tokens and wallet, visit their transaction history and
discover opportunities to make more tokens through bounty hunts or by opting into
advertising.
The Location-Based Review and Content Application

Existing review websites are plagued by fake reviews and secretive, often unfair treatments by
highly centralized service providers. These problems make these services less effective for the
one who seeks authentic, unbiased, and relevant recommendations.
Discovery
On the app, users can find interesting venues that their friends, a trusted expert, the crowd, or
the AI engine recommend. Thousands of venues in key destinations are pre-populated on the
system, and through bounty mechanics and creation incentives, the content will quickly
expand. The team also has a system in place to work directly with high-profile hotels and local
influencers to identify the top venues in key destinations, get them listed and reviewed
systematically, and therefore quickly provide a rich content experience for new users.
Smart and Personalized Recommendations
The geo-tagged data of people, where they have visited and who they are following, will allow
the system to understand their preferences, enabling the artificial intelligence engine to
recommend locations, experiences, and other personalized and timely-relevant information. It
will also allow the system to recommend people with similar interests. The DecentraBnB
recommendation engine works similar to Netflix and Amazon, which recommend movies and
books based on your previous consumption.

Review and Content Creation
The core functionality for user participation is content contribution. Users review and share
their favorite places, along with smart tags and photo or video media. The community will
reward users for their contributions.
DecentraBnB App rewards content providers in the form of DBNB. The more and better quality
of the content, the more DBNB the creator will be rewarded. DBNB enables users to up-vote
content created by others and be rewarded for it as well.
Transactions on the DecentraBnB App
With the growing adoption and use of the app, DecentraBnB will roll out the transaction
functionality that enables venues to list their products and services, with their users being able
to make bookings, reservations, and purchases.
The DecentraBnB app offers a zero-commission marketplace between venues and their
customers. Hotels can add and manage their room inventory, including descriptions with
photos or other media, rates, and availability. Customers can use DBNB to directly make
bookings. Businesses are encouraged to provide a 3-5% loyalty rebate in DBNB directly to the
consumers from the commissions saved for transactions, in exchange for cross-vendors user
data by consent.
Fiat payment options will be made available in the beginning. Venues are encouraged to issue
coupons and vouchers with DBNB that can be redeemed for features like room upgrades, free
drinks, or discounts on other services. DecentraBnB Network will also airdrop DBNB to certain
preferred partners to kick-start the momentum.

5-Token Economics
DecentraBnB Token (DBNB)
DecentraBnB Token (DBNB) is the unit of exchange, the bearer of value, and the rights of
governance in the DecentraBnB ecosystem.
DBNB is a digitally encrypted virtual currency and a functional utility token that will be used as a
unit of exchange on DecentraBnB.
It is worth mentioning that at present, the total supply of DecentraBnB Token is 1.000.000.000
DBNB.

Take a Closer Look at DBNB Token Distribution:
1. Token Sale: 35%
2. Ecosystem: 25%
3. Blockchain and Rewards Pool: 15%
4. Team and Advisors (3 Years Vesting): 15%
5. Company Reserve: 10%

In the Following, the "Funding Allocation " of this Project will be provided to You for a More
Detailed View:
1. R&D and Platform Development: 50%
2. Marketing: 20%
3. Operational Expenses: 20%
4. Advisory: 10%

DBNB Use Cases
The value of the ecosystem multiplies when tokens can bring more use-cases and utilities into
it. DecentraBnB is not only used to incentivize content but also as a unit of exchange for real
goods and services and other various use-cases that can be devised by ecosystem participants.
DBNB is the currency within this ecosystem that can be adopted by travel businesses and 3rd
party developers. It is also the base currency for token offerings by businesses in the
ecosystem.
We will use the DecentraBnB app as an example to demonstrate the use cases of DBNB, which
are content, transactions, and advertising.

Content
To incentivize content creation, it is of utmost importance to have a fair and decentralized
system to attach value to the various forms of content created.
There are 3 ways that content creators can be rewarded.
•From the system: There will be an annual supply of DBNB and airdrops from the reserve to
reward content creators and curators.
•Peer-to-Peer: Users can choose to reward content creators who provide valuable information
by paying DBNB directly to them.
•Venues-to-Users: Business venues can reward users who create content about their venues by
offering payment in DBNB. Conflicts of interest can be avoided by using a smart contract system
that ensures payments are independent of whether the content is positive or negative.
Transactions
The DecentraBnB app will operate on a zero-commission basis for transactions, which will
provide significant savings for the vendors (hotels typically pay 15-25% commission to OTAs).
Vendors transacting with tokens will also save on the various transaction costs associated with
foreign currency conversion and cross-border bank charges. These real savings will help to
kickstart the ecosystem by drawing more quality suppliers to the community. Businesses are
encouraged to provide a 3-5% loyalty rebate in DBNB directly to the consumers from the
commissions saved for transactions, in exchange for cross-vendors user data by consent.
In a perfect scenario, DBNB would be the means of payment for all transactions within the
ecosystem for goods, services, and activities. We do recognize that the full adoption of the
token as the only mean of transactions will require a strong network effect, which will take
time. As such, we will adopt a gradual approach to e-commerce transactions.
Coupons and Vouchers
In the early stages, we will start by issuing coupon purchases via DBNB Venues
are encouraged to issue coupons on the platform which can function as discount vouchers on
food & beverage or redeemable services such as room upgrades. Vouchers will have real value
and utility to consumers but will not constitute such
a large current account exposure to vendors. Vendors can treat them more as advertising and
promotion expenditure. As the network effect of the platform grows and usage of digital
currency spreads, vendors will develop full confidence in the stability of DBNB. At such time, full
token payments for goods and services will be rolled out.

Acceptance of Fiat Payment
DecentraBnB will accept payment in fiat and convert it to DBNB on the users’ behalf with a 5%
service fee. Fiat raised via service fees will be used to purchase DBNB, which will be added to
the reserve.
Advertising / Direct Marketing
DecentraBnB can also be seen as a distributed network of user profiles with complete cross
vendor's purchase history and transactional data of the entire travel ecosystem. Enabled by
blockchain, it provides a revolutionized new opportunity for consumers and advertisers to
connect. Travel businesses can use DBNB to pay for consumer's profiles and direct marketing on
a consent basis at the DecentraBnB platform. Advertisers have the option to pay in fiat, which
will then be converted into DBNB, with an additional 5% charge.
The DecentraBnB app, as an example, will provide direct engagement between users and
advertisers. Users can opt-in to disclose their data and receive promotional info. In this
transparent and decentralized system, advertisers will have a greater return on investment as
the middleman is removed and they pay for direct and more effective 1-to-1 engagement with
consumers. This more efficient advertising economy benefits both the advertisers and the
consumers.
Here are 4 examples of advertising features that will be provided by the DecentraBnB app, a
dApp developed by the team on the DecentraBnB Network.
-Banner and In-feeds Advertising
An ad-placement back-end will be developed and made available on the DecentraBnB Network.
Advertisers can then choose to target relevant demographics and socio- graphics, paying the
respective costs in DBNB. Combined with user-profile analysis aided by AI, the platform will
assign a value to each account. The platform will record who clicked through on display and
infeed ads on the DecentraBnB App, and the advertising proceeds will be paid in DBNB.
-Direct Messaging and Targeted Advertising
Users can opt-in to disclose their user profile and choose to receive advertising from approved
brands directly in their inbox on the DecentraBnB App. Based on user profiles, AI would
recommend relevant brands and advertisers to the users. On a per-click basis, the advertising
revenue will be paid directly to the consented consumers.

-Bounty Rewards to Post Contents
Venues can directly encourage the creation of content for their venue by adding bounty
rewards. To avoid conflict of interest, Smart Contracts can be set up to ensure that payment is
not dependent on the positive or negative nature of the opinion but the popularity of the
content.
-Direct Engagement with KOLs
The world’s biggest KOLs already have amassed millions of followers on social media. On the
DecentraBnB App, we provide a direct engagement channel. KOLs are directly marketing their
services and will benefit from zero transaction fees on our platform.

6-Tokens Sales and Use of Funds
Token Sales and Use of Funds
-Token Sales and Distribution
DBNB will initially be distributed as token, which will be mapped over to our blockchain following
the release of our Main net in near future.
-Token Initial Distribution

Team and advisor’s allocation of DBNB will have a vesting period of 3 years, 33.3% vesting each
year, with a one-year cliff.

-Company Projected Use of Funds
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8-DBNB Risks
DBNB Risks
DBNB is the underlying mechanism that drives the DecentraBnB Network, and supporting DBNB
is a vote of confidence in the success of our platform. That being said, there are several risks
that all users should be aware of.
Project Risk
As with any project, the development and execution of our platform carry with it the risk of
delay and even failure. The core team has a strong track record of development and business
management experience, but this is not a guarantee of success. The team will endeavor to hit
the milestones outlined in the project roadmap and will be as transparent as possible regarding
our progress and any challenges met. You have to keep in mind that DecentraBnB Platform is a
long-term project. It takes between 3-5 years from the time that project comes up and runs to
become profitable.
Cryptocurrency Risk
By nature, cryptocurrencies are highly volatile, with highly fluctuating prices. Do not purchase
more DBNB tokens than you are willing to lose. Take time to understand our project and vision.
Our goal is to find like-minded participants who have a high likelihood of being active
contributors and users in our open platform.
A recent ruling by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC has indicated that
companies that undertake an ICO may need to register with the SEC if the token is considered a
financial security.
Most recently, PBoC released a statement regarding ICOs, which includes banning raising funds
through ICOs, strengthening supervision of related ICO platforms, and stressing the public to be
aware of the risks surrounding ICOs.
PBoC, http://www.pbc.gov.cn/goutongjiaoliu/113456/113469/3307529/index.html
Guiyang, https://cointelegraph.com/news/as-china-plans-to-regulate-icos-blockchain-consortia-form- framework
SEC, https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2017-131
PBoC,http://www.pbc.gov.cn/english/130721/3377816/ index.html
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